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john

brooke an associate professor of history at tufts
university is by his own description not a mormon historian
xvi his earlier work has centered on the eighteenth and early
beweng
new engnineteenth century social history of massachusetts and neweng
land his new book does not claim to be necessarily a well
rounded approach to early mormonism xvii or a balanced
history xvii but is rather a selective reinterpretation xvi
which is conceptually allied to D michael quinns early mormonism and the magic world view xvii brooke acknowledges
share s some of the agnostic skepticism of fawn brodie
that he shares
xiv and this position is clearly manifest throughout his book but
his claim that his study is not intended to advance a cause or a
polemic xiv rings rather hollow in light of his frequent denunciati ons of LDS church doctrines policies and activities
ciations
the central thesis of Refiners fire is that there are striking
parallels between the mormon concepts of the coequality of matter and spirit of the covenant of celestial marriage and of an ultimate goal of human godhood and the philosophical traditions of
alchemy and hermeticism drawn from the ancient world and
fused with christianity in the italian renaissance xiii brooke
maintains that
L

joseph smiths mormon cosmology is best understood when situated on an intellectual and theological conjuncture that reaches
back not simply to a disorderly antebellum democracy or even to
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early

new england but to the extreme perfectionism forged in the

radical reformation of sixteenth century europe from the fusion of
christianity with the ancient occult hermetic philosophy xvi
christianitywith

indeed typical secularist environmental explanations for the origin of the church cannot explain the theologically distinct message of the mormon church xvi rather it is hermeticism
that explains the more exotic features of the inner logic of mormon theology xvii while we
quite agree with brooke on the
wequite
sequite
failure of environmentalist models to adequately explain the origins of the church we find brookes counter explanation even
more unsatisfactory
Re
refinery
fire is divided into twelve chapters totaling some
eife
refiners
fire
finers eire
three hundred pages brooke first presents a brief summary of the
origins of hermeticism and alchemy and the possible influence of
those ideas on various groups of the radical reformation 3 29
he then attempts to demonstrate how some of these ideas made
their way to north america in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries 30 58 his third chapter focuses on the ancestors of some
cormons and their usually very tenuous ties to various
early mormons
occultists
oc
cultists and radical religious groups in eighteenth century new
england 59 88 his basic thesis here is that the family background
of some early mormon converts represents predispositions of prepared peoples traditions and predispositions shaped in great measure by familial connections and oral culture 91 apparently
since there is no hard textual evidence of hermetic connections
brooke assumes oral transmission of those ideas
he then presents a range of groups or ideas that existed in the
united states around 1800 and that he claims could have influmormons
Mor mons these influences
enced joseph smith and other early cormons
include hermeticism alchemy freemasonry swedenborgianism
mesmerism rosicrucianism and the speculations of luman walter the magician 91 104 chapter five alchymical
alchemical experiments focuses on treasure divining alchemy and counterfeiting
which formed a hermetic triad in popular culture 121 the
connection is that each was a different avenue to the search for
easy wealth 128 through finding buried treasure transmuting
base metals into gold or counterfeiting coins and bills
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in chapter six brooke attempts to associate joseph smiths
immediate ancestors with mining alchemy treasure divining freemasonry and counterfeiting 129 46 brookes book is thus half
over before he discusses josephs first vision in chapter seven
brooke attempts to find hermeticism freemasonry and alchemy in
the translation process and text of the book of mormon 149 85
83
although chronologically presented the subsequent chapters do
not offer a coherent history of early mormonism rather brooke
searches for any and every thought or act of ofjoseph
joseph smith and other
mormons that can possibly be seen as related however
early cormons
oc cultic ideas
vaguely to hermetic masonic alchemical or other occultic
brooke first focuses on ideas of priesthood mysteries temples cospre existence 184 212 josephs marriage sex life
mology and preexistence
and plural marriages are seen as reph
cating the hermetic conreplicating
cept of divinization through the coniunctio the alchemical marriage 214 compare 212 18 the kirtland bank crisis is seen as
quasi counterfeiting which is therefore quasi alchemy creating
gold out of nothing all of which is said to somehow demonstrate
hermeticist
ist 222 52
that joseph was a hermeticism
32
hermetic
brooke then focuses on the nauvoo period baptism for the
dead and the temple endowment for him the temple endowment is the ultimate manifestation of hermetic influences on onjoseph
joseph
allegedly representing a fundamental departure from the biblical
primitivism of the book of mormon and early mormonism all of
these supposed hermetic practices culminate in josephs reformulation of the dual gendered divinity that lay at the heart of the hermetic theology which is the supposed mormon androgynous
god 258 compare 255
235 61 polygamy the kingdom of god the
murder of joseph and the fall of nauvoo are the focus of chapter
eleven 262 77 with another healthy dose of alleged counterfeiting 269 74
in the final chapter let mysteries alone 278 305
505 brooke
attempts to demonstrate that josephs original hermetic mormonism was systematically dismantled by brigham young and
other later prophets who deemphasized the distinct doctrines
of the church 305
505 such as blood atonement polygamy the
305
gifts of the spirit and adam god temple ordinances were neglected to the point where brooke claims only the dead who
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had died outside the faith explicitly required the saving powers of
temple ordinance 292 this shift in focus allegedly results in the
modern
modem authoritarian church which may well soon become essentially indistinguishable from conservative christian fundamentalism
282 and which has recently clashed with dissenting intellectuals
who have advanced a hermetic interpretation of mormon cosmology most centrally the hermetic thesis of a dual gendered divinity
305 brooke concludes with his advice that mormonism would do
well to return to its hermetic origins 302 5
in part brooke is simply taking the basic thesis of quinns
early mormonism and bhe
ibe
the magic world view and attempting to
extend the range of alleged occult influences on mormonism
backward in time and space this attempt simply belabors the
obvious the alchemical and occult ideas found in eighteenth and
nineteenth century america undeniably had antecedents in
europe but indeed why should we stop at the renaissance why
not take hermeticism and alchemy back to their origins in hellenistic egypt the subtitle could then read the making of mormon
cosmology 44 BC to AD 1844 the real question of course is
whether or not such ideas had any formative influence on joseph
smith and early mormonism here brooke has utterly failed to
make his case
A fundamental flaw in Re
refinery
refiners
finers fire is the authors failure to
define his key terms especially magic hermeticism and alchemy
magic in particular is seen by many modem
modern scholars as a highly
problematic concept that has yet to receive a universally accepted
scholarly definition some indeed feel that magic should be altogether abandoned in academic discourse the basic problem is
the lack of firm boundaries between magical activities and beliefs
and religious activities and beliefs from this perspective the term
magic is simply a subjective and generally pejorative word used to
describe unpopular forms of religious expression brooke makes
no serious attempt to define the term let alone to deal with the
intricacies of its meaning
Re
A careful reading of refinery
refiners
finers fire does however reveal an
implied definition for brooke the role of magicians is manipulating and coercing supernatural forces xiv and magical practice of any sort is an effort to manipulate the spiritual invisible
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approach
world 7 but this crudely Fraz
erian ap
frazerian
proach magic is coercive
while religion is supplicative has been rejected by most anthropologists and historians of magic for decades since it fails to do
justice to the often interchangeable phenomena of religion and
magic in the real world brooke himself will illustrate the point
mormon priests of the restored melchizedek order he tells
us were to have miraculous powers analogous to white magic
they could withstand poisons make the blind see the dumb
speak and the deaf hear they were to heal the sick and to cast
out devils 72 alluding to dac
d&c 8465 72 not only does brooke
here ignore the biblical antecedent to this passage in mark 16 but
more importantly he fails to explain why these powers which all
christians would recognize as religious are suddenly white
mormons
Mormons before brooke can expect
magic when claimed by the cormons
anyone to entertain his assertion that mormon priesthood is magical he must define precisely what magic is and demonstrate how
mormon priesthood is uniquely or even partially magical
brooke likewise makes no attempt to define a second key
term hermeticism technically hermeticism describes a set of
ideas that are based on or strongly influenced by the corpus
Hermet icum a body of pseudepigraphic writings supposedly
hermeticum
us this group of documents origtrismegistus
authored by hermes Trismegist
inated in hellenistic egypt but was made available to renaissance
scholars only in the late fifteenth century 2 brooke makes no pretense of following this technical definition admitting that joseph
did not have a copy of the corpus Hermet
hermeticum
icum at hand 204
ist his usage implies
hermeticist
and therefore was not technically a hermeticism
hermetic
a definition that is much looser even metaphorical
brookes use of the term alchemy is equally problematic
here again he openly abandons the technical definition in favor of
a metaphorical one if we widen our definition of alchemy to
include counterfeiting brooke writes the ranks and the chronology of the alchemical tradition are extended mightily 108
of course if we were to widen our definition of alchemy to
include say cooking the ranks and the chronology of the
alchemical tradition would be extended even more spectacularly
but could such arbitrary redefinition be justified considering
the implications of brookes revisionist thesis both for believing
11
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latter day saints and for non mormon historians we have every
right to demand terminological precision and clarity
another weakness in brookes study is the utter lack of primary sources written by early latter day saints that manifest any
clear connection to alchemy hermeticism or magic to test brookes
propositions we undertook a computer search of early LDS historical writings including the so called documentary history of
the church the journal of discourses times and seasons messenger and advocate the evening and morning star and the
elders journal 3 the terms hermetic hermeticism hermetism
pimander
us never occur in any of these texts the
Pi
trismegistus
simander
mander and Trismegist
term hermes occurs twice once from romans 1614 and once
apparently in reference to a mormon elder hermes 4 neither has
anything to do with thrice great hermes of the hermetic tradition
alchemy and alchimy do not occur however alchymist
alchemist occurs
twice once referring to ordinary geologists and assayers and
again when orson pratt speaks of alchymists who tried for generat ions to transmute the coarser materials into gold and hunerations
dreds of individuals who have spent all their time in the pursuit
of that vain phantom 5 thus the only mention of alchemy in this
entire corpus is a negative one
cabala occurs once when an elder ewald on a mission to
england had a discussion with a rabbi who mentions cabala and
the sohar zohar 6 elsewhere john taylor speaks metaphorically of things mysterious or cabalistic 7 the word occult
never occurs in any of these texts magic is more frequently mentioned occurring twenty two times of which fifteen are figurative as if by magic or the magic wand of industry 8 two
references appear to identify props used in theatrical magic tricks
or shows 9 the other five are uniformly negative 10 witch occurs
thirteen times nine referring to the story of the witch of endor in
the bible and four referring unfavorably to the salem witch
trials 12 sorcery is never mentioned while the one example of a
sorcerer has reference to the simon magus account from acts 13
explicit positive references to the distinctively hermetic and
alchemical ideas that brooke maintains played an absolutely formative role in early mormonism are noticeable in these early LDS
texts only for their absence
235
115
135
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on the other hand numerous texts and incidents from mormon
history indicate a basically negative attitude toward the occult on
cormons
Mor mons the book of mormon and the doctrine
the part of early mormons
and covenants for instance contain several explicit condemnations of sorcery witchcraft and magic the book of mormon
maintains that christ will cut off witchcrafts
witch crafts out of thy land
3 ne 2116 and sorcery witchcraft and the magic art are featured in lists of sins alma 132 morm 210 and attributed to
the power of the evil one morm 119 in the doctrine and
covenants sorcerers are among those who will be cast down to
the
hell dac
d&c 76103 106 and who shall have their part in
second death dac
d&c 6317 these are the only references to
magical or occult powers in LDS scripture and they are uniformly
and emphatically negative most of brookes key terms such as
alchemy astrology hermeticism androgyny and cabala are
never mentioned in LDS scripture based on this extensive but
admittedly incomplete survey of basic early mormon writings we
can arrive at three plausible conclusions first the unique ideas
that brooke claims were central to the origins of mormonism do
mormons selnot occur in early LDS primary texts second early cormons
dom concerned themselves with things occult but third on the
infrequent occasions when they mention the occult it is always
viewed negatively
furthermore the earliest LDS missionary journals available
Mc Lellin show that early mormonism
mclellin
the journals of william EE mcclellin
was deeply rooted in biblical texts and theology rather than
occultism these extensive firsthand accounts of LDS teachings
and religious experiences from 1831 to 1836 demonstrate that the
message of the restoration was to proclaim the revealed gospel of
jesus christ pure and simple As one of the editors jan shipps
notes in her introductory essay

j

many
expected and some feared that any contemporaneous
documents in a collection of McL
ellins papers would be filled with
mclellins
information that would add to a perception of early mormonism as a
hotbed of occultism and hermetic hocus pocus instead what these
depict is a struggling missionary band preaching not
narratives
only a millennialist message that to be sure reflected the importance of the coming forth of the book of mormon as a signal that the
end was near but also a message whose true anchor was nonetheless the christian scriptures 14
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Broo
brooke
has not read mormon scriptural texts with sufficient
brookehas
kehas
care many of his examples of alleged hermetic influence are
misreadings
plagued by tendentious misleadings
mis
readings of LDS texts and history
which undermine his thesis for instance according to brooke the
lone nephite survivor was mormon 159 which explains why

the golden plates were hidden by the hero mormon for joseph
smith to recover 156 but this statement is not true as even
most superficial students of mormonism can easily spot and when
discussing the well worn though somewhat dubious distinction
between iron rod saints and liahona saints brooke derives the
given the Nep
former symbol from rods
hites in the book of
nephites
mormon by which god
pulled the rod holder to the tree
of life 296 but the book of mormon never describes god as
using a rod to pull anybody anywhere
over and over again brooke misreads latter day saint docmisreadings
mis
trines and his misleadings
readings fatally weaken the parallels he claims to
find with hermeticism for example his insistence on an androgynous dual gendered divinity in mormonism 28 258 283 302
502
305 fundamentally distorts latter day saint doctrine on the subject and though brooke consistently maintains that joseph smith
thought he was establishing the third dispensation xv 53 22
45 46 joseph spoke of the seven dispensations familiar to modern latter day saints though even this number should not be limited too rigidly 15 furthermore anyone aware of the churchs
churche
teachings on suffering mortality and the estrangement from god
mormons call spiritual death will be perplexed by brookes
that cormons
claim that in mormon doctrine the consequences of adams fan
fali
fail
fall
did not extend to his seed 260
unfortunately brookes understanding of contemporary
win
mormonism fares no better many endowed latter day saints will
no doubt be puzzled to learn that since the early twentieth
century only the dead who had died outside the faith explicitly
required the saving powers of temple ordinance 292 even the
cold fusion claims made at the university of utah a few years ago
are pressed into service as illustrations of mormon hermeticism
given mormon docthey are interesting brooke declares
trines on the nature of matter 299 he never troubles himself
though to explain how the experiments of the non mormon
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chemists stanley pons and martin fleischman are even remotely
helpful as indicators of latter day saint attitudes
brookes presentation of early mormon history is likewise
marred by repeated blunders contrary to brookes claims joseph
smith never announced in 1852
1832 that he himself was the prophet
enoch 166 nor did he present himself as the nephite the
prophet of the coming kingdom 181 nor did he ever claim that
rebuilding the temple of nephi
would fulfill prophecy and
advance the second coming 198
these are not minor errors involving marginal characters or
events in LDS scripture and history nor are they mere matters of
interpretation rather for the most part they are fundamental
errors clearly demonstrating brookes faulty knowledge of primary mormon texts by analogy if a biblical scholar were to discuss johns vision on the road to damascus or peters revelation on
the isle of patmos he would be laughed out of the american academy of religion such work would certainly not be published by
cambridge university press even if only by its new york operation it is a sad reflection on the state of knowledge of mormonism among some non mormon scholars that errors of such
magnitude could pass undetected or uncorrected in the writing
reviewing and editing process of this book
for his thesis to be established brooke must show not only
that his alleged hermetic or alchemical ideas exist in mormonism
but also that they are not paralleled in the bible ignoring this principle brooke consistently downplays or ignores the obvious and
explicit biblical antecedents of mormon thought in favor of obscure and vague parallels to hermetic alchemical masonic and
occult texts and ideas which themselves often derive from the
bible A few examples from many will demonstrate this problem
0

0

mormon baptism for the dead is based on spiritualist doctrine 28 and on the radical heritage of the german
Ephrata 243 no mention whatsoever is
ephrath
pietist mystics at ephrata
made of 1 corinthians 1529 as the unquestionable source for
this idea in all of these movements
in words
words replicated in mormon doctrine the high priest
in the royal arch masonry was to be a priest forever after
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101 no mention is made of
the order of melchizedec
psalms 1104 or hebrews 56 as the unquestionable sources
for this precise quotation although he is elsewhere aware of
hebrews as the source for the masonic material 194 brooke
mormons took the idea from masonry
still argues that cormons
brooke informs us that the pearl of great price the title of
a collection of smiths writings from the 1830s
had
161 he overeig
ancient mystical and alchemical connotations igl
011
161
igi
looks matthew 1346 which is the obvious source for the title
brooke would have us believe that the idea of treasure in
heaven in the book of mormon is derived from a theme that
josephs grandfather solomon mack had developed in his
narrative 175 compare 176 274 he seems unaware of its
biblical parallels for example matt 620

this idea of an earthly

sealing power

says brooke

was

first introduced in the book of mormon when ne
phi
nephi
was granted powers of salvation and damnation whatsoever
ye shall seal on earth shall be sealed in heaven and whatsoever ye shall loose on earth shall be loosed in heaven 194
citing hel 107 he fails to mention matthew 1619 where
the same power was granted to christs apostles
emma smith had long been called the elect lady a title in
at least one branch of high degree french masonry that admitted women into special lodges 247 brooke not only gives
no evidence that this branch of french masonry was pracofjoseph smith it wasnt
ticed in north america at the time of joseph
but he ignores the words elect lady in 2 john 1111

brooke helpfully suggests that for a description of the
biblical tabernacle and temple probably available to
smith readers should see the genuine works of flavius
new york 1821 376 n 49 but brooke has
josephus
overlooked a far more convenient source the bible in
exodus 25 36 1 kings 6 8 and 1I chronicles 21 28

brookes failure to demonstrate the superiority of his hermetic model over biblical precedent is by no means his only
methodological failure time and again he asserts conclusions that
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do not follow from the evidence and analysis he presents his argument occasionally degenerates into the wildest of word associations susannah goddard howe for example was descended from
a family that brooke links with occult warfare in early
eighteenth century new england 67 susannah howes daughter
married a mormon john haven uncle of brigham young who
remembered that she believed that jacobs ladder was not yet
broken and that angels still continued to ascend and descend
70 brooke therefore infers that this seems to have been the
God dards apparently
residual influence of the bewitchment of the goddards
by nat smith the immortalist god and that her statement indicates that she was convinced that spirit and matter were inseparably connected the central tenet of the mormon cosmology
70 this whole line of reasoning he derives from a asecondhand
secondhand
allusion to genesis 2810 15
much of brookes argument rests on flimsy circumstantial evidence especially tenuous genealogical and geographical relation63 70
ships 25 50 51 59 60 65
71 73 95 266 270 359 what
7071
significance is there really in the datum that the counterfeiter
joseph bill was a second cousin once removed of samuel bill
who would marry joseph smiths aunt lydia mack in 1786 108
how many readers of this review can name let alone have been
deeply influenced by a second cousin once removed of a maternal
aunts husband brooke spends several pages 50 53 detailing the
oc cultic religiosity of joseph stafford in the early 1700s and
occultic
describing the magical and medical documents his family preserved from him after his death 5511 only to admit in passing 553
that it was a different branch of the family his brother davids
descendants who did not have those documents with which the
smiths had contact a century afterwards
on pages 214 16 brooke proffers the existence of certain
pseudo aristotelian sex manuals on the american frontier as evidence that joseph smith not only read them but that they also
influenced the plot of the book of mormon the white race of
Nephites are he claims linked to the white male seed oi
nephites
of aris
potles
can
totles book of problems but he confesses these links
only be speculative 216 indeed
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the one point where brookes

argument has any semblance
of substance is in his claim that joseph was a mason and therefore
could have been influenced by masonic lore and symbolism
repeating an old anti mormon claim brooke asserts that the
source for the account of the discovery of the golden plates is
the tale of enochs pillars in royal arch freemasonry 157
59
15759
in fact the differences between the two accounts are far greater
than the similarities enoch is not mentioned in connection with
the coming forth of the book of mormon the enochian text is
inscribed on a stone pillar not on golden plates the one gold
plate in the enoch story was large and triangular not a book and
had only the ineffable name of god on it whereas the book of
mormon is composed of history and sermons enochs pillar contained principles of the liberal arts particularly of masonry
claim ed to find golden
brooke concludes that joseph smith claimed
plates and masonic artifacts in a stone vault atop the hill cumorah
159 but joseph most emphatically did not brooke alone puts
these words in josephs mouth in order to make them seem similar to the masonic sources he quotes
brooke maintains that there is overwhelming evidence
of
j
the continuity between masonic and mormon temple symbolism
249 in fact we find the similarities are limited to a few motifs
which are understood in quite different ways in the endowment
and in masonry but neither brooke nor any other environmentalist has ever attempted to account for these and other striking
differences for example webbs freemasons
Free masons monitor a source
brooke claims influenced joseph mentions a vast number of
ideas and symbols that have absolutely no parallel in mormonism
ashlar tuscan doric ionic and corinthian architectural styles
the five senses the royal arch the seven liberal arts and sciences
a sword pointing to a naked heart the anchor the forty seventh
problem of euclid the hourglass scythe chisel and mallet lodge
and grand master 16 ifjoseph borrowed his ideas from masonry it
seems odd that the similarities are limited to a few items most of
which have known parallels to more ancient mysteries likewise
considering webbs citations and frequent use of quotations from
many parts of the bible in early masonic ceremonies should one
presume with brooke that joseph was decisively influenced in the
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development of the LDS temple creation drama by three verses
from genesis in a masonic manual 249 verses that he had read
many times in the bible
what then is the significance of alleged similarities between
masonry and LDS doctrine and the temple endowment does the
idea that early latter day saints might have borrowed and transformed a few symbols from the masons explain mormon origins
anymore than the fact that early christians borrowed the crux
aneata from the pagan egyptian ankh explains the origins of early
ansata
christianity symbols like words are readily transferred between
cultures or religions when this transference occurs we usually
find that although the symbols or words may be recognizably similar their meaning in two cultures can be vastly different contrast for instance the symbolic meaning of the swastika in the late
twentieth century with its original indoeuropean
indo european meaning as a
symbol of the sun god which it retains today in hinduism
an adequate explanation of the relationship between mormonism and masonry must also explain the even more extensive
parallels between LDS doctrines and the religious ideas of antiquity brookes claim that it is in reformation europe and revoluthat we will find the closest analogues
analogies
tionary england
indeed critical antecedents 5 emphasis added to LDS esoteric
ogues can be found
analogues
analogies
doctrines is demonstrably wrong closer anal
in the rituals and esoteric doctrines of early christianity and
judaism in the eastern mediterranean in the centuries before
and after christ 17
anal ogues is
analogues
unless brooke can demonstrate that his body of analogies
superior both in quality and quantity to those adduced to josephs
revelations from ancient sources his thesis will unfortunately
remain unproven but however the question of the relationship
between mormonism and antiquity is resolved the fact remains
that whatever legitimate parallels brooke may have discovered
between mormonism and the hermetic or alchemical traditions
can best be explained by the fact that both traditions drew on the
same biblical and ancient antecedents
f

i

1

I
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NOTES
more extensive version of this review appears in review ofbooks
of books
on the book of mormon 6 no 2 1994 3 58
hermeticism
ermeti cism is an esoteric and eclectic blend of ancient egyptian ideas
ermeticism
neopythagorean
with neoplatonic and Neo
pythagorean philosophy it focuses on the myth of the
fall and return of the soul through the seven planetary spheres of the celestial
realm this return and deification is facilitated by obtaining an inner gnosis
jealm
jealy
Hermet icum
knowledge of god through study of esoteric texts the corpus hermeticum
instruction by an initiated master the contemplation of cosmology and theurgical ritual for a basic introduction to the corpus hermeticum
Hermet icum see brian P
Herme
copenhaver hermetica
tica cambridge cambridge university press 1992 for an
hermetics
Herme
Hennerica
tica see garth fowden
hermetica
introduction to the egyptian background of the hermetics
hennetica
the egyptian hermes A historical approach to the late pagan mind cambridge cambridge university press 1986 the traditional renaissance corpus
has been expanded by new texts which have been classified by modem scholars
3 11 on hermeticism in the renaisas hermetic see fowden egyptian hermes 311
sance the classical study is frances amelia yates giordano bruno and the hermetic tradition chicago university of chicago press 1979 see also elizabeth
ann ambrose tue
Herme tica an annotated bibliography sixteenth century
hermetica
the hermetics
bibliography 30 st louis center for reformation research 1992
awe
swe
3we used folio Info
infobase
base LDS collectors edition 1993
times and seasons 5 may 1 1844 526
5brigham
bigham
righam young and others
journal of
discourses vol 3 liverpool F D
othersjournal
ofdiscourses
asjournal
richards 1855 86 168 295 1856 hereafter cited as aljournal
journal
tournai of discourses
Sohar Zohar is
times and seasons 3 november 15 1841 780 the soharzohar
also mentioned in times and seasons 4 june 1 1843 222 by alexander
neibaur zohar is found seven times always in reference to a proper name in
A much

the old testament
journal of discourses 5 september 20 1857 260
joseph smith jr history of the church of jesus christ of latter day
ad ed rev vol 4 salt lake city deseret book 1971
saints ed B H roberts 2d
381 hereafter cited as history of the churchy
church messenger and advocate june
1837 520 september 1837 570 times and seasons 2 august 2 1841 498
september 15 1841 545 4 september 1 1843 309 5 december 1I 1844
145 7223 1028 1225 13332 14218 17155
734 journal
734joumal
Discourses 148
1481457225
1481457223
tournai of
ofdiscourses
history of the church 5384 times and seasons 4 may 15 1843 203
101imes
times and seasons 2 june 1 1841 434 5 february 1 1844 427 6
gig
916 journal of
discourses 246 13135
june 1I 1845 916joumal
ofdiscourses
history of the church 4571 times and seasons 3 april 1 1842 743 3
may 16
1842 794joumal
161842
193 14203
10193
794 journal ofdiscourses
of Discourses 1275 215 3158 92 10
12 messenger
wessenger
12messenger and advocate 3 october 1836 388 90 times and seasons 3 november 15 1841 600 journal of discourses 6 july 24 1859
360 61 14203
13
times and seasons 3 may 16 1842 794
mcclellin
Lellin
mclellin
thejournals
journals of william E Mc
jan shipps and john W welch eds the
1836 provo BYU studies 1994 3
1831
18311836
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CourtneyJ lassetter dispensations of the gospel in encyclopedia of
courtneyj
mormonism ed daniel H ludlow vol 1 new york macmillan 1992 389
16
be Free
masons monitor or illustrations of
thomas smith webb 2the
freemasons
masonry 2d
ad ed new york southwick and crooker 1802 246 47 254 55
17see
see also truman G madsen ed the temple in antiquity ancient
records and modern perspectives provo utah religious studies center
7 be message of th
brigham young university 1984 hugh nibley the
the eJoseph
joseph smith
15

papyri an egyptian endowment salt lake city deseret book 1975 nibley
temple and cosmos beyond this ignorant present salt lake city deseret
book and FARMS
FA RMS 1992 donald W parry ed temples of the ancient world
ritual and symbolism salt lake city deseret book and FARMS 1994 compare such items chosen from among many as todd M compton the han
d
handclasp and embrace as tokens of recognition in by study and also by faith
essays in honor of hugh nibley on the occasion of his eightieth birthday 27
march 1990 ed john M lundquist and stephen D ricks 2 vols salt lake city
R MS
1990 1611 42 todd M compton the whole
FA
deseret book and parms
FARMS
epochs 13 1985
epochi
token mystery symbolism in classical recognition drama epocbe
1 811 william J hamblin
aspects of an early christian initiation ritual in by
2 11 interesting references to ancient ritual hand
study and also by faith 1202
120221
12022
gestures can be found in edward F campbell
campbelljr
campbeli
jr ruth anchor bible new york
doubleday 1965 74 gordon paul hugenberger marriage as a covenant A
study of biblical law and ethics governing marriage developedfrom
developed from the perspec
spective
13 266 for a brief wondertive of
malachi leiden EEJJ brill 1994 211 137
ofmalachi
fully illustrated overview of the subject see john M lundquist the temple
meeting place of heaven and earth london thames and hudson 1993
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